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The advent of the internet revolutionized the recruiting process, giving 
employers more tools than ever before for reaching candidates – from general 
job boards to industry-specific talent communities, social media channels, 
company career pages, and beyond.
 
But despite the influx of online recruiting tools and technologies, hiring hasn’t 
become as easy as one would expect. With millions of open positions and low 
unemployment rates, today’s competitive job market forces employers to hire 
smarter and more efficiently.
 
The widening skills gap is further complicating the quest for qualified 
candidates. According to the Society for Human Resource Management 
(SHRM), 75% of HR professionals with recruiting difficulties believe there is a 
shortage of skills among job candidates.
 
On the other side of the fence, technology has brought job seekers 
unprecedented access to career opportunities and job postings at their 
fingertips. Applying for a new gig or even finding a dream career has never been 
easier – in theory, at least. Like their employer counterparts, candidates face 
their share of online job search challenges, ranging from difficulty finding 
relevant work to a lack of opportunities that meet their salary requirements.
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Introduction
Gone are the days when a business would rely solely on a job ad printed in 
their local newspaper to catch the eye of the perfect new hire. 
 
 

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20190205005829/en/Skills-Shortage-Tightens-Job-Market-83-HR
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As employers struggle to find the right talent and candidates strive to find the 
right job, how can the two better reach one another? Moreover, how can they 
best leverage today’s online recruiting tools to simplify their search? 
 
To answer these questions and more, we surveyed more than 1,650 U.S. 
employers and job seekers from across 50+ industries. 
 
Our findings, along with recommended strategies for bridging the gap between 
these two segments, are detailed in this report.



What is your employment status?

29%

14.1%

11.1%

2.2%

42.9%

0.6%

Employed full-time and actively
seeking a new job

Employed part-time/temp/contract and
actively seeking a new job

Employed and passively seeking a new
job/open to new opportunities

Employed and neither actively nor
passively seeking a new job

Unemployed and seeking a job

Unemployed and not seeking a job

What is your hiring status?

78.3%

9.8%

10.5%

1.4%

Actively hiring

Passively
hiring/pipelining

Not hiring

Other
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Who’s Searching & Who’s Hiring?
With 7.6 million U.S. job openings in early 2019, it is truly a candidate’s market where job seekers 
enjoy flexibility in choosing where they work. Notably, 43.1% of job seekers surveyed said they are 
actively searching even though they are currently employed – supporting today’s claims of high 
turnover rates (Figure 1).
 
 

Our survey also confirmed an abundance of job openings: 78.3% of employers said they are 
actively hiring while 9.8% said they are passively hiring or pipelining (Figure 2). The latter response 
suggests that employers are becoming more proactive in their recruiting efforts – ideally by 
creating shortlists of talent and engaging with them until they are ready to hire.
 
 Figure 2

Figure 1

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/jolts.nr0.htm


When recruiting through an online job board, website, or community, my No. 1
challenge is:

30.9%

22.6%

20.8%

11.5%

5.8%

4.6%

2.1%

0.9%

0.5%

0.4%

I receive too many irrelevant
applicants

I receive too many underquali ed
applicants

Finding quali ed candidates in my
area

I am underwhelmed by the number
of applicants

Being “ghosted” by candidates that
don’t show up for interviews

Reaching out to applicants and not
hearing back

I don’t know how to write a strong
job ad that gets responses

I receive too many overquali ed
applicants

Getting applicants to follow my
instructions

I am overwhelmed by the number of
applicants
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Online Recruiting Challenges
How can employers and job seekers better connect? To find the answer, we asked both 
demographics to identify their most pressing challenge when using an online job board, website, 
or community.
 
 

Figure 3

Employers' top two responses were similar (Figure 3). As such, 53.5% of employers aren't 
receiving enough relevant and qualified applicants – an issue that falls in line with claims of a 
widening skills gap. 

What's Paining Employers?



When searching for opportunities through an online job board, website, or
community, my No. 1 challenge is:

26.4%

14.1%

13.3%

10.5%

7.2%

7.1%

5%

4.6%

3.8%

3.2%

2.7%

1.1%

1.1%

I don’t hear back from employers
after applying and/or interviewing

I can’t nd jobs in my desired
location

I can’t nd jobs I’m 100% quali ed
for

I can’t nd jobs that meet my salary
requirements

I can’t nd jobs in my speci c
industry

I feel like I am overquali ed for too
many open positions

I’m unsure if the jobs I nd online are
legitimate

Job ads do not provide contact
information for HR/the hiring

manager
Employers' application process is

unclear or too complex

Job descriptions are too vague or
confusing

I am overwhelmed by the number of
ads for job openings

I’m unable to apply on my mobile
device

I don’t have an up-to-date resume
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Figure 4

Job seekers’ top challenge had slightly different implications: More than 26% of survey participants 
said their No. 1 online job search challenge was not hearing back from employers after applying 
and/or interviewing (Figure 4). This phenomenon has become known as “ghosting,” where one party 
suddenly ceases all contact with the other.

What's Paining Job Seekers?

Ghosting goes both ways: 
5.8% of employers surveyed 
said “being ghosted by 
candidates” was their top 
challenge, while 4.6% cited 
“reaching out to applicants and 
not hearing back” as their No. 1 pain 
point. 
 
This suggests that a stronger line of 
two-way communication is needed 
between candidates and employers. 
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The No. 2 challenge for job seekers was the inability to find jobs in their 
desired location (14.1%). This aligns with employers’ No. 3 complaint – 
finding qualified candidates in their area. 
 
While working and hiring locally is not always feasible, employers may want 
to consider flexible work options (telecommute, work from home, set your 
own schedule) to avoid excluding qualified candidates from their talent pool. 

 
 
The No. 3 challenge for job seekers also drew parallels to employers’ 
struggles: More than 13% of job seekers said they can’t find jobs for which 
they are 100% qualified. This once again points to a skills gap, but also 
begs a few questions: 
 Are job seekers looking for opportunities in the right places?

Are employers including realistic expectations in their job postings?
Are employers leveraging the right tools to reach those job seekers?

 
 
We asked job seekers which device they 
primarily use when searching for and 
applying to jobs.
 
Surprisingly, more than 64% of job seekers 
surveyed still use “traditional” devices 
(desktops and laptops), while 28.8% said 
they use their smartphone.
 

The Mobile Job Search
28.8 %

27.8 %

36.3 %

7.2 %

Smartphone Desktop Laptop Tablet



Aside from your company website, where do you typically go rst to post jobs?

52.5%

14.2%

14.2%

11.6%

5%

2.7%

General job board

Industry-speci c job board

Social media

Online classi eds

Professional association

Alumni/school network
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 Top Tools for Top Talent
Next, we identified which online resources employers and candidates are prioritizing when posting 
and searching for jobs, respectively. In response to our query, employers ranked general job 
boards first while industry-specific job boards and social media tied for second (Figure 5). 
 
 
Figure 5

That's Classified Information...
Online classifieds (e.g. Craigslist, local newspaper sites) ranked fourth 
on employers' lists of top resources for posting jobs (11.6%), but 
ranked second-to-last among job seekers' go-to channels (3.6%).



When searching for job opportunities online, the rst place I go to is:

46.9%

17.1%

13.5%

7.9%

7%

3.6%

3.6%

0.6%

General job board

Industry-speci c job board

Company websites/career pages

Search engine

Social media

Professional association

Online classi eds

Alumni/school network
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Job seekers had similar priorities as employers, ranking general job boards as their clear favorite, 
followed by industry-specific job boards (Figure 6). It is a positive sign that employers and job 
seekers align on their top two resources.

Figure 6

Social Disconnect?
7% of job seekers surveyed said they prioritize social media
when looking for job opportunities, while 14.2% of employers said 
they post job ads to their social media channels first (aside from 
their company's career pages).
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  While both employers and job seekers are using many of the same tools to find one another, 
the overwhelming popularity of general job boards warranted a deeper look. Given the 
challenges associated with finding qualified talent, are general job boards just that – too 
general?
 
We found an interesting correlation: 53.7% of employers who cited receiving too many 
irrelevant or underqualified applicants as their top online recruiting challenge prioritize using 
a general job board. In contrast, just 14.7% of those employers prioritize an industry-specific 
job board, which ideally provides access to more targeted talent.
 
Similarly, 45.6% of job seekers who said they have been searching for a job for 12+ months 
also listed general job boards as their go-to resource. 
 
To meet their needs in a tight labor market, employers and job seekers alike may be long 
overdue for a more targeted approach. 
 

53.7%

45.6%

53.7% of employers who said they received too 
many irrelevant or underqualified applicants post job 
ads to a general job board first.

45.6% of job seekers who have been searching 
for a job for 12+ months list general job boards 
as their go-to resource.
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 Inside the Job Ad
No matter where an employer posts their job ad, they won’t attract a viable pool of qualified 
applicants if that ad does not contain the right details. We asked job seekers and employers which 
information they find most important when responding to and posting a job, respectively. Here's 
how their responses ranked (each group could select up to three responses):

1. Salary range

2. Location of job

3. Qualifications & requirements for the role 

4. Specific job duties & responsibilities

5. Benefits/health insurance

6. Growth opportunities

7. Details on next steps in the hiring process

8. Company culture

9. Employee testimonials

10. Employer awards/industry recognition

11. Links to employer’s social media channels

1. Qualifications & requirements for the role

2. Specific job duties & responsibilities

3. Location of job

4. Company culture

5. Salary range

6. Benefits/health insurance

7. Growth opportunities

8. Links to my social media channels

9. Details on next steps in the hiring process

10. Employee testimonials

11. Employer awards/industry recognition

Job Seekers: Employers:

The top response among employers, “qualifications and 
requirements for the role,” signals that they are making an effort 
to address their struggles to find qualified, relevant applicants.
 
However, salary range – the top item on job seekers’ “wish list” 
– came in as the fifth most popular response. Thus, employers 
should place a higher priority on this piece of information.

What information is most valuable to you in a job ad? 



Today’s candidate-centric job 
market requires employers to 

make extra strides to stand out 
from the competition. A unique, 
rewarding company culture can 

make all the difference not only in 
attracting candidates, but also in 

keeping them on board and 
preventing costly turnover. 

 
Use your job ad as a recruitment 
marketing tool and describe what 

it’s really like to work for your 
company. Include details beyond 

your benefits packages and 
401(k) options. 

 
Highlight your flexible work 

schedules, wellness programs, 
paid time off (PTO), stocked 

kitchen, social events, and more.
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 Company Culture
One area of disconnect between employers and candidates is their prioritization of company 
culture in job ads: 62.6% of job seekers said they are more likely to apply to a company’s ad if it 
includes company culture information (Figure 7). However, less than half of employers (46.1%) 
said they include this information in their ads (Figure 8).

 

I’m more likely to apply to a job ad
that contains information about the

employer’s company culture:

62.6 %
15.6 %

21.8 %

Yes No Not Sure

I include information about my
company culture in my job ads:

46.1 %

22.9 %

27.3 %

3.7 %

Yes No Sometimes Not Sure

Figure 7

Figure 8



Communicate Clearly and Often with Candidates
 

 

 Advice for Employers
Our survey findings underscore employers’ mounting challenge with finding qualified candidates 
to fill their open positions. With this in mind, we recommend the following five recruiting 
strategies and tactics for business of all sizes, across industries, and with varying hiring needs:

Take an Industry-Focused Approach
Add niche, industry-specific job boards to your recruiting toolbox.

Remember the mantra “quality over quantity” – you may not receive 
as many applicants as you would through a general board, but the 
candidates who do apply are more likely to meet your requirements.

Bonus: Fewer but more relevant applicants mean less legwork for 
your already busy HR staff. 

1

Don’t "ghost" your candidates!

Engage and nurture applicants as you would a customer.

Provide detailed steps about the hiring process and useful information 
along the way, whether through one-off, personalized emails, an 
applicant tracking system (ATS), or an email marketing tool.

3

Revisit Your Job Ads
Ensure ads are compelling, clear, and include information most 
valuable to your target candidates.

Include salary requirements, location, and a list of qualifications (the 
three most important elements to candidates surveyed).

Highlight company culture, which will also help with recruitment 
marketing, brand awareness, and employee retention. 

2
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Create a shortlist of potential candidates for future positions.

Include "runners up” who interviewed for previous positions and 
narrowly missed out and/or were not quite the right fit for that 
particular role.

Maintain contact with these individuals and tap into your pipeline 
when you're ready to fill open positions.
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 Invest in Workforce Development
Proactively help close the skills gap and support your quest for 
qualified talent.

Offer your own training resources, webinars, and seminars that 
pertain to your industry.

Attend networking events, volunteer to speak at local schools, start 
an internship program, and provide on-the-job training. 

4

Build a Talent Pipeline 

9.8%

9.8% of employers surveyed said they are 
passively hiring/pipelining talent

5



Don’t “ghost” your potential employers (the top challenge of 5.8% of 
employers surveyed). 

Ask to reschedule the interview or politely decline the opportunity if 
you have an unavoidable conflict.

Never go radio silent – it will prevent you from being considered for 
future opportunities and/or entering the employer’s talent pipeline.

Don’t arbitrarily apply for any job that is remotely related to your area 
of expertise, and avoid applying for a senior-level position if you’re just 
entering the workforce. 

If you have doubts about your qualifications, use a resume scoring 
tool to help gauge how well your skills stack up against specific 
requirements. 
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 Advice for Job Seekers
Although job seekers hold the upper hand in today’s candidate-driven job market, they can still 
learn a few tips for making their online job search a little easier. And, who better to provide input 
than employers? We rounded out our survey by asking employers what they wished candidates 
would do better when applying for their job openings. Here’s how their responses ranked:

Ensure You Meet the Minimum Requirements and/or 
Qualifications Prior to Applying

1

Respond Promptly When Contacted for an Interview

2

  Follow Directions When Applying
Make a conscious effort to follow directions to a T. 

Answer any screening questions that are part of the application.

Submit all requested supplemental materials, such as writing samples, 
in the proper file format.

3
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Tailor Your Resume and Cover Letter for the Position
Describe your experience and how it relates to the open position 
even if your skillset doesn’t match the job description exactly.

Show genuine interest in the position by developing a custom 
cover letter. 

4

Proofread and/or Properly Format Your Resume
Ensure your resume is not riddled with spelling errors, grammatical 
mistakes, and unsightly fonts, colors, and margins.

Consult a professional resume writer for assistance or use a template. 

 

5

30.9%

30.9% of employers surveyed said receiving too many 
irrelevant applicants is their No. 1 online recruiting 

challenge. Job seekers should seize the opportunity to 
customize their resume and highlight the skills and 

experiences most pertinent to their targeted position. 
This can improve their chances of landing an interview.
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 Conclusion
As technology evolves, the quest to find qualified talent should become easier, 
but only if hiring strategies advance at the same pace. Embracing trends such 
as leveraging industry-focused job boards, marketing one’s company culture, 
and building talent pipelines will position employers to recruit more effectively. 
 
However, candidates must do their part as well. This means ensuring they meet 
the qualifications before applying for a position, communicating more clearly 
with potential employers, and investing in their own professional development 
to equip themselves with the right skills for their dream career.
 
When companies and candidates take the time to understand one another’s 
needs and support their goals with the right blend of recruiting tools and 
technologies, employers can find qualified talent faster and job seekers can find 
meaningful work.



 

 

A total of 576 employers and 1,077 job seekers responded to iHire’s survey in February 2019. Surveys for each group 
were shared with its database of members and non-members across industries, company sizes, and age groups. The 
results of this survey are intended to be representative of a portion of U.S. employers and candidates. In some 
instances, respondents did not provide an answer or skipped the question. All percentages’ decimal points have been 
rounded up to the nearest tenth.

Methodology

iHire is a leading career-oriented platform that brings candidates and employers together in 56 industry-focused 
communities. We believe that by narrowing job seekers’ and employers’ searches within a specific industry, we can 
connect high-quality talent with the right opportunities faster, easier, and more effectively than a general job board. 
Everyone deserves to find work that is fulfilling, inspiring, and meaningful. Since 1999, we’ve combined cutting-edge 
technology with our expertise in the recruitment space and the invaluable insights of our members to achieve just 
that. Visit www.ihire.com for more information.
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